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Benefits
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Problems

People are getting lazier due to online facilities
Risk of losing health

Lack of enough space and time to do exercise

Traditional exercises are:
Boring

need time
need space

How to attract them to join fitness comunities?
How to make an anyone, anytime, anywhere group equipment



By making it funny! How?
People like entertaining

Technology gives us the opportunity of Gamification
Exergame is a gamification tool

Exergame equipment is too heavy and too large.
Fitness communities need a portable tool for their outdoor activities

Final solution is combination of:
weareable device

phone-like application
touchable hologram

Solutions



Solutions



Solutions

Japan Hologram Bid for World Cup 2022

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAOJbV9_e24


Solutions



Solutions



Portable screen, 

        no need to carry a large screen for outdoor activities

what mobiles can do with gamification apps and network games

or what exergame equipment are able to do

Benefits



Video:’Hologame’

Link of our video : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCR9jazViZs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCR9jazViZs


Process  of Hologame

Assignment 1

Background 
research 

Methodologies

Final concept

Prototype

Assignment 2

Inicial  concept

User testing

Body storming

Story board

Scenario

Evaluation



Final Concept



Prototype







positive
comments

Hologram and 
exergame idea 
are very attractive. 

Hologram is a 
new potential 
market

Really useful for 
fitness 
communities

Covers a vast 
variety of 
people’s 
tastes

Light and easy 
to carry

  an attractive                  
looking and 
shape 

Anyone,
anytime, 
anywhere,
any activity
is possible with it

negative 
comments

Many features 
are never going 
to be used by the 
owners

Difficult to realize 
this design

Consume of 
electricity

expensive 
price

The storage in 
watch would be 
quite limited.
 

lack the sense of 
reality

suggestions Make more real 
feeling when play 
ball game

Build a platform 
for the watch

Make more 
visible changes 
for ball game

Develop the 
ball game 
mode further

access owner’s 
contact list 
after 
authorization
 

Keyfindings







       
 Attract them to join fitness comunities?
“Really useful for fitness communities”

 Make an anyone, anytime, anywhere group equipment
“replace sporting equipment by hologram”

 Traditional exercises are boring, need time and need space
“Hologram and exergame idea makes our product 

  impressive and interesting”

Evaluation



THANK YOU !
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